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Abstract
Grid computing provides new techniques to solve for numerous 
complex problems. It is an inevitable trend to implement the 
distributed parallel computing of large-scale problems with the grid. 
This paper presents two implementations for distributed parallel 
computing on Globus Toolkit, a wide-used grid environment. The 
first implementation, Loosely Coupled Parallel Services is used 
to achieve the large-scale parallel computing that can be broken 
down into independent sub-jobs by using the corresponding 
implementation framework, and the second implementation, Grid 
MPI Parallel Program is able to deal with specialized applications, 
which can’t easily be split up into numerous independent chunks, 
by using the proposed implementation framework. We make a 
beneficial attempt to implement distributed parallel computing 
on grid computing environments.

Keywords
Distributed parallel computing MPI grid services, Globus 
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I. Introduction
The rapid expansion of networks, it is an important research to use 
network resources to implement distributed parallel computing 
on grid computing environments. In heterogeneity network  is 
very difficult to solve the problems regarding operating systems 
and protocol. The hosts in distributed parallel computing systems 
are distributed in diverse places, their hardware and software 
are different from each other, and their computational power 
differs greatly. Therefore, it requires a dynamic, autonomous 
and heterogeneous network-adaptive computing paradigm 
to implement distributed parallel computing in the network 
environment. Grid computing has emerged as an important new 
field, distinguished from conventional distributed computing by 
its focus on large-scale resource sharing, innovative applications, 
and, in some cases, high-performance orientation [1]. It is an 
inevitable trend to implement the distributed parallel computing 
of large-scale problems with the grid. The open-source Globus 
Toolkit becomes the de facto standard for Grid Computing [2], 
and it is used globally in grid applications. MPICH-G2 is a well-
defined implementation of Grid-enabled MPI [3, 10], and it 
offers a parallel programming environment totally unanimous 
with MPI. These offer new methods to implement parallel 
computing in the heterogeneous network environments. This pa-
per takes OGSA/Globus as the backgrounds, analyzes some of 
key issues of implementing parallel computation and presents 
some corresponding implementations.

II. Related Works
Open Grid services architecture, which is service-oriented 
distributed systems architecture, integrates Grid key technologies 
(including Globus Toolkits) and Web ser-vices mechanisms. 
OGSA assumes basically that anything represents a Grid service 
[4]. Computing resource, storage resource, network and database 
are all services. A Grid service instance is a service that conforms 
to a group of conventions and specifications. The Globus Toolkit 

of OGSA’s development instrument can implement computational 
and Grid application. The toolkit addresses issues of security, 
information discovery, resource management, data management, 
communication, fault detection, and portability [5]. The Globus 
Toolkit can discover Grid services, create Grid services interface 
and use Grid service instances. We call a Grid service: a Web 
ser-vice that provides a set of well-defined interfaces and that 
follows specific conventions [6]. The interfaces address discovery, 
dynamic service creation, lifetime management, notification, and 
manageability; the conventions address naming and upgrade 
ability. Globus Toolkit mechanisms are in use at hundreds of sites 
and by dozens of major Grid projects worldwide. It has become 
the first choice to develop Grid applications. In many scientific 
computing fields, many large computational problems need to be 
solved. However, the computing power of the single-processor 
computer is very limited. So it is a development trend to implement 
parallel computing with a multi-processor. There are two kinds 
of implementation of parallel computing: 
A. The parallel computer [12]. The problems in such traditional 
implementation of parallel computation are that the cost is too 
high, difficult to achieve, and unsuitable to general application.
B. Network parallel computing systems, which consist of a group of 
interconnected heterogeneous or isomorphism computational units 
and relevant re-sources, can be regarded as the single computing 
environment by users and finish parallel computing [13].
Its most typical representative is PVM. The most serious problem 
of this system is to only consider the heterogeneity of the processor 
power, which makes it very difficult to solve the heterogeneity in 
such respects as operating system, protocol, etc. 

III. Implementation of Grid-Based Distributed Parallel 
Computing
In the heterogeneous grid environments, we can hide the 
heterogeneity of computational resources and networks by 
providing Globus Toolkit services and can implement the 
distributed parallel computing of a large-scale problem by taking 
full advantage of Internet resources. According to the applied 
demand, there are two implementations for grid-based distributed 
parallel computing:
A. Loosely Coupled Parallel Services 
B. Grid MPI Parallel Program.
Loosely Coupled Parallel Services combine the service-oriented 
architecture with parallel batch model to implement the parallel 
computing; that is to say, the parallel computing can be achieved 
by parallel services. Grid MPI Parallel Program is offered for 
specialized applications. The proposed implementations for grid-
based distributed parallel computing are based on the Globus 
Toolkit, where grid service is nearly equivalent to the grid operating 
system and it manages the functions of the ground floor, such as 
resource discovery, communication, security, etc. Therefore, the 
implementations support microcomputer to supercomputer and 
systems from Windows to Unix to Linux and future operating 
systems. Thus we can fully utilize existing network resources 
to implement distributed parallel computing over the  wide-area 
network. Compared with the distributed parallel computing 
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implementation using a parallel computer or network parallel 
computing system, the biggest advantage of the implementation 
methods of grid-based distributed parallel computing are that it 
fully makes use of resources on the Internet to implement the 
distributed parallel computing of a large-scale problem It can hide 
the heterogeneity in such things as operating systems and protocol. 
It can utilize Grid infrastructure as an easy and comprehensible 
programming environment of distributing parallel computation 
with the simplicity of implementation.

A. Loosely Coupled Parallel Services
Loosely Coupled Parallel Services is used to achieve the 
large-scale parallel applications that can be broken down into 
independent subtasks. As fig. 1, shows, the main characteristics 
of the implementation include the following: the client uses the 
grid middleware to invoke the service; the client and server are 
loosely coupled; the service is possibly shared among independent 
clients; it provides multiple service instances; and it permits these 
instances to be called in parallel on the client’s behalf.
                                                 

Fig. 1: Calling multiple services in parallel

The architecture of the implementation framework of Loosely 
Coupled Parallel Services is shown in fig. 2. Some complex 
applications can be broken down into a set of identical, independent 
subtasks. And each subtask can be implemented through a Globus 
Toolkit service. The Grid client application can execute in parallel 
independent subtasks by running parallel Grid services in Java 
multi-thread. Each parallel Grid service can be executed in a 
separate Grid node. Each Grid node, which is a parallel computing 
node, offers parallel Grid services for a subtask. The Grid user 
application can run these Grid service instances in parallel by using 
Globus Toolkit. Thus the parallel application can be achieved.

Fig. 2: Framework of the implementation framework of
Loosely Coupled Parallel Services

According to the implementation of Loosely Coupled Parallel 
Services, distributed parallel applications on Grid computing 
environment are developed as follows:
1. Partition parallel tasks and create parallel Grid services. A Grid 
services can implement one or several parallel tasks.
2. Create a distributed thread by either extending the Thread or 
implementing the Runnable class in java.
3. Create a Grid service instance inside the run () method of the 
distributed thread. That is to say, write the parallel computation 
code inside the parallel node.
4. Create a Grid client application program that can manage and 
run distributed threads.
5. Grid services executed in parallel subtasks, namely implement 
parallel computation.
6. The Grid client application collects results of Grid service 
instances on Grid nodes.

B. Grid MPI Parallel Program
Grid MPI Parallel Program is the domain of specialized applications 
such as finite state analysis in engineering, physics, and biological 
modeling. And it demands that each parallel node  communications 
and synchronization. As fig. 3, shows, the main characteristics 
of the implementation include the following: it provides intense 
communications and synchronization between client and services; 
it also provides intense communications and synchronization 
among services. The main benefits from the implementation are: 
it provides faster results and it supports applications that often 
cannot fit on one node or would not otherwise be completed in 
less than a decade.

Fig. 3: Interactive and cooperative services

The architecture of the implementation framework of Grid 
MPI Parallel Program based on Globus/MPICH-G2 is shown 
in fig. 4. Its top layer is MPI application which may be pre-
existing MPI applications, and then MPICH-G2 layer that is a 
complete implementation of the MPI-1 standard that uses Globus 
Toolkit services to support efficient and transparent execution 
in heterogeneous Grid environments, while also allowing for 
application management of heterogeneity [8]. The next layer is 
Globus Toolkit services which encapsulate MPI programs, and the 
bottom layer is the operating system and network. MPI enables 
users to efficiently execute tightly coupled programs that require 
nodes to communicate during the course of a computation. So, users 
can run MPI Grid MPI Parallel Program at different nodes and on 
several computers, thus achieving parallel computing applications. 
According to the implementation of Grid MPI Parallel Program, 
the development of distributed parallel computing are shown at 
the following steps:
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1. Compile MPI programs with MPICH-G2 to spread your parallel 
MPI program across several machines.
2. Create an RSL description of job to specify grid resources.
3. Create a proxy to submit remote commands on a variety of 
different remote machines.
4. Create grid service that encapsulate MPI programs
5. Execute MPI Job
6. Retrieve its output when the job is done.

Fig. 4: Framework of the implementation framework of Grid MPI 
Parallel Program

IV. Experiment and results

A. Test Environment
We built a heterogeneous network environment by using four 
computers; the 3 PCs had the same configuration of Intel 2.2GHz 
CPU, 256MB RAM,Windows2000 OS, Globus Toolkit4.0 and 
MPICH v1.2.6, and one PC had the configuration of Intel 2.8GHz 
CPU,512MB RAM, RH Linux9.0 OS and Globus Toolkit4.0.Each 
node is interconnected through 100Mbits/sec Fast Ethernet 
Card.

B. Example 1

1. Analysis and Solution of the N-Queens Problem
The N-Queens problem is a classical problem. We can divide the 
N-Queens Problem into n N-1 problems that are parallel subtasks. 
Of course, we also can divide the N-Queens Problem into N-2 
problems. We can create a Grid service that can solve the N-1 
problem and then deploy the Grid service on Grid nodes that 
are built by using Globus Toolkit 4.0. And then create a Grid 
client application program that can distribute n tasks to multiple 
Grid nodes by distributed threads in java. Using the previous 
method, we wrote a program in java to solve the problem for a 
single computer. Then we compared the performance of a single 
personal computer and Grid computing environment and analyzed 
the experimental results. Fig. 5, shows the simplified Grid service 
that can implement the N-1 Problem’ solution and fig. 6, shows 
the simplified Grid client program.

 

 import java.rmi.RemoteException;
 import org.globus.wsrf.Resource;
 import org.globus.wsrf.ResourceProperties;
 public class QueenService implements Resource,
 ResourceProperties {
 {
 private int value = 10; //The number of queen
 //Return the result of the N-Queens problem
 public int getQueen(int size) throws
 RemoteException
 { return compute(value, size); }
 //Compute the N-Queens problem
 public int compute(int value, int size)
 {...}
 }
Fig. 5: The simplified Grid service

 //The thread of distributing job
 class Threadqueen extends Thread {
 QueenServiceAddressingLocator locator = new
 QueenServiceAddressingLocator();
 QueenPortType queen;
 //constructed function
 Threadqueen(URL GSH,long starttime)
 {...}
 public void run() //execute service
 { int value = queen.getQueen(size); ... }
 }
 public class Client //A grid client program
 { public static void main(String[] args)
 {try
 {// Get the Grid Service Handles
 URL GSH1 = new java.net.URL(args[0]);
 URL GSH2 = new java.net.URL(args[1]) 
 ...
 //Decompose the N-Queens problem
 ....
 //Define multiple threads
 Threadqueen t1=new
 Threadqueen(GSH1,start);
 Threadqueen t2=new
 Threadqueen(GSH2,start);
 ...
 //Start the multiple threads
 t1.start(size);t2.start(size); ...
 //Wait for finishing threads
 t1.join();t2.join(); ...
 //Return the results of the services
 out1=t1.get();out2=t2.get(); ...
 //Combine the results
 out=out1+out2+...;
 //Put out a final result
 System.out.println(“The result is:”+out);
 }catch(Exception e) {...}
 }

Fig. 6: Simplifed Gried Client Program
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Table 1: Execution time (sec) of the N-Queens Problem

2. Experimental Results
Then we solved the N-Queens Problem in built environment with 
these test results. Table 1, shows the execution time (sec) of the 
N-Queens problem on the different computing environments and 
fig. 7, shows the performance speedup ratio of the solution of the 
N-Queens problem on the different computing environments.
                       

Fig. 7: The performance speedup ratio of the N-Queens Problem’ 
solution

As the experiment shows, grid-based distributed parallel computing 
can bring more computing performance than the single computer 
with the expansion of the problem’s scale. It is feasible to make use 
of the presented first implementation to achieve parallel applications 
that can be broken down into independent subtasks.

C. Example 2
As these computers have been coupled by GLOBUS through 
GLOBUS-MPI, called MPICH-G2. According to the 
implementation of Loosely Coupled Parallel Services, we achieve 
the famous example of computing the number PI with a parallel 
MPI program. Instead of just using one machine, we will use 4 
nodes/machines to demonstrate grid-based parallel computing. 
The Pi calculation with 100000 hits was executed in a single PC 
and then executed on grid environments. In fig. 8 we present the 
execution time of this application when using a single PC and grid 
environments. In comparison with the performance of a single 
PC, using multiple grid nodes the execute time of PI calculation 
is very short, as shown in fig. 8. Overall, the results show that 
grid-based distributed parallel computing can sufficiently improve 
performance when tasks are large and they are distributed over a 
large number of sites. Additionally, an existing MPI application 
can be ported to a Grid environment using Globus toolkit and 
MPICH-G2, and then was achieved.

Fig. 8: Execution time of PI calculation

V. Conclusions and Future Work
The paper presents two implementations for the grid-based 
parallel computing: Loosely Coupled Parallel Services and Grid 
MPI Parallel Program. It provides a new method to make use 
of all distributed heterogeneous and idle resources better on the 
Internet to solve the large-scale computational problems. Finally, 
it provides two examples of distributed parallel computing that 
are implemented by using grid services programming, based 
on the presented implementation methods and experimental 
results are satisfying. Of course, the precondition of Grid MPI 
Parallel Program is that each parallel node provides intense 
communications and synchronization. But what grid nodes can 
have this nature or how to estimate which nodes can satisfy it needs 
more research. Additionally, we will provide a framework that 
determines when to use the first implementation and use another 
accordingly in the future. In future work we plan to integrate a 
dynamic parallelization and automatic adaptation of service calls 
in the grid-based distributed parallel computing. Our approach is 
to split and merge services invocations at run-time so that a set of 
sub-requests can be sent in parallel to different service providers 
and be executed much faster.
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